
The customer
Espersen is a world leader in the 
processing of frozen fish blocks, 
frozen fillets, specials cuts, 
and breaded and deluxe pu� 
pastry fish products, with modern 
production plants and 
non-production units in Denmark, 
Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Vietnam, 
United Kingdom, Germany, 
Sweden, France, Hong Kong and 
Malaysia. They are an 
internationally recognized supplier 
of high-quality products, delivering 
to some of the most 
quality-conscious customers 
in Europe and the USA, some 
of which count the largest 
multi-national food corporations 
in the world. The majority of 
Espersen products are tailor-made 
private label branded products.

Challenges
Espersen started using the program D4info®net (D4) as their global 
document control system some time ago. That means a gigantic number 
of documents to be translated into various languages. For example, 
there are more than 1000 documents in the pipeline for translation from 
English to five languages (Polish, Lithuanian, Danish, Russian 
and Vietnamese) for the next 12 month. That means translation of more 
than 5000 documents. Apart from that, subsets of these documents 
and new upcoming documents continuously coming into the pipeline.
The human workload is estimated at 1 hour per document.
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C A S E  S T U D Y

more than 1000 
working hours 
per language

5 languages

more than 5000 
hours of workload 
that means more than 2 years 
and 4 months of translation 



Benefits

savings of time (66%) and money (66%)

human resources are released to do other things

all data immediately available in D4

user-friendly human-robot collaboration

Solution
The customer has selected RPA technology from 
other solutions as it o�ers the most possibilities, 
combined with the artificial intelligence system, 
Google Translator. PIRXON, as a provider, 
was selected due to its experience, expertise 
and exceptional customer approach.

What does the robot do? 
The robot – Olaf – starts after receiving 
the translation request from the human in D4 
(sent to Olaf via email).

Olaf downloads the content and properties 
of the source document from the D4 system. 

It then translates the document in the Google 
Translator, a service using AI. Olaf translates 
individual elements within Google Translator.

After the translation, it creates a new document or 
new version of the document with the corresponding 
layout and enters translated information into it.

Olaf saves the document and submits 
it for verification.

Objectives
Optimise and replace manual routines within 
administrative processes

Shorten the human workload in general 
and per document

Provide uniform product specifications 
in the languages of individual business units

Faster update of all language versions of documents

Include the industry-specific language 
in the translation of documents

Implement the mechanism into the existing 
quality management program

Results / Benefits
Olaf, the implemented bot, translates one document 
into any other language in ca. 5 minutes. Due to the 
imperfections of the AI solution, a human prof review 
is required. It takes 20 minutes, so the whole workload, 
both artificial and human, takes 25 minutes per one 
document. It is 60% shorter per document.
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We had a tight deadline and the first Olaf version was implemented timely. There were new functionalities 
- like creating a new version of the document - implemented afterwards, also in timely manner. The whole 
cooperation with PIRXON was very good, fast reactions and all delivered according to the agreement. 
This is our first RPA solution, but for sure more will come, now that the technology has proven its possibilities.

Lenette Høg
QA Compliance & Program Manager, Espersen 
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works 24/7
saves 66% of workload 
and moneyOlaf


